PSMA Details

Assistance Requested

Request USFS and DOI preposition resources for firefighting operations in support of FEMA response operations.

Statement of Work

As directed by and in coordination with FEMA, US Forest Service (USFS) and DOI will preposition firefighting resources with the equipment necessary to support structural and wildland firefighting operations in the disaster area in support of FEMA response operations. This includes prepositioning an incident management team to coordinate and support firefighting activities.
- Utilize USFS, DOI, other Federal agency and State/local resources under existing agreement, as appropriate.
- USFS is responsible for providing personnel and/or equipment necessary to accomplish the mission.

If authorized by FEMA, USFS will establish a Base Camp to provide lodging, meals, and support for firefighting and command/control personnel and equipment. This will be provided in lieu of per diem and under a separate mission assignment.

All purchases and expenditures must be coordinated with FEMA. Prior approval, from the Federal Approving Official (FAO), is necessary to ensure reimbursement. Agencies will be reimbursed for all eligible expenses pursuant to 44 CFR 206.8, “Reimbursement of Other Federal Agencies.”

Mission Assignment Task Orders (MATOs) may be issued for specific personnel, requirements, locations, dates, and duration of assignments.

The mission-assigned agency is responsible for ensuring that all activity is properly authorized, goods are received, services are provided, and that costs are reasonable and supported by documentation maintained by the respective agencies.

PSMA Cost Based On

Total item cost includes daily cost for (7) days plus mobilization/demobilization cost.

Mission assignment managers must determine whether catering is necessary, if not, remove that cost and return M&IE to normal rate of $239.00.

PSMA Supporting Info/Notes

Report to ______________ (location) at ________________ (date, time)

USFS and DOI will pre-position firefighting resources with the equipment necessary to support structural and/or wildland firefighting operations in disaster area. Resources to be pre-positioned include:
1 - T1 incident management team (may be T2 if no T1 IMTs are available)
3 - T1/T2 Engine Strike Teams
3 - T3/T4/T5/T6 Engine Strike Teams
1 - Water Tender Strike Team
1 - T1/T2 Hand Crew
60 - Structure Firefighters
1 - Type 3 Helicopter with Helicopter Manager

Additional Information:
Firefighting resources being pre-positioned will report to a Mobilization Center at an appropriate location outside of the affected area and acceptable to USFS. Establishment and management of the mobilization center, if necessary, will be assigned under a separate mission assignment as directed and in coordination with FEMA.

Notice:

Disclaimer: Total estimated costs are for planning purposes only and are subject to change.
Request USFS and DOI preposition resources for firefighting operations in support of FEMA response operations.

As directed by and in coordination with FEMA, US Forest Service (USFS) and DOI will preposition firefighting resources with the equipment necessary to support structural and wildland firefighting operations in the disaster area in support of FEMA response operations. This includes prepositioning an incident management team to coordinate and support firefighting activities.

- Utilize USFS, DOI, other Federal agency and State/local resources under existing agreement, as appropriate.
- USFS is responsible for providing personnel and/or equipment necessary to accomplish the mission.
- If authorized by FEMA, USFS will establish a Base Camp to provide lodging, meals, and support for firefighting and command/control personnel and equipment. This will be provided in lieu of per diem and under a separate mission assignment.

All purchases and expenditures must be coordinated with FEMA. Prior approval, from the Federal Approving Official (FAO), is necessary to ensure reimbursement. Agencies will be reimbursed for all eligible expenses pursuant to 44 CFR 206.8, "Reimbursement of Other Federal Agencies."

Mission Assignment Task Orders (MATOs) may be issued for specific personnel, requirements, locations, dates, and duration of assignments.

The mission-assigned agency is responsible for ensuring that all activity is properly authorized, goods are received, services are provided, and that costs are reasonable and supported by documentation maintained by the respective agencies.

PSMA Cost Based On Total item cost includes daily cost for (7) days plus mobilization/demobilization cost. Mission assignment managers must determine whether catering is necessary, if not, remove that cost and return M&IE to normal rate of $239.00.

PSMA Supporting Info/Notes

Report to ___________________ (location) at _______________ (date, time)

USFS and DOI will pre-position firefighting resources with the equipment necessary to support structural and/or wildland firefighting operations in disaster area. Resources to be pre-positioned include:

1. T1 incident management team (may be T2 if no T1 IMTs are available)
2. 3 - T1/T2 Engine Strike Teams
3. 3 - T3/T4/T5/T6 Engine Strike Teams
4. 1 - Water Tender Strike Team
5. 1 - T1/T2 Hand Crew
6. 60 - Structure Firefighters
7. 1 - Type 3 Helicopter with Helicopter Manager

Additional Information:

Firefighting resources being pre-positioned will report to a Mobilization Center at an appropriate location outside of the affected area and acceptable to USFS. Establishment and management of the mobilization center, if necessary, will be assigned under a separate mission assignment as directed and in coordination with FEMA.

Notice:

Disclaimer: Total estimated costs are for planning purposes only and are subject to change. Federal agencies will be reimbursed only for actual eligible costs incurred.